The purpose of this paper is to prove Conjecture (d, t, k) for all d > 1, all t satisfying 1 < t < d -1 and all k satisfying 1 < k < d -t + 1; in addition, counterexamples will be given here to Conjecture (d, t, d -t + 2), for all d y 3 and all / satisfying 1 < t < d -2; this implies that Conjecture
Throughout the paper we shall follow the terminology of B. Grünbaum [2] ; the /'-skeleton of a polytope P, denoted by skel.P, is the union of all the faces of P of dimension at most ;'.
We need the following few lemmas.
Lemma 1 (Compare with Lemma 1 of [3] ). // P is a d-polytope in E and C is a subset of P, such that every t-flat that meets P also meets C, then skel, , ,P C C.
a -t-IProof. Let x £ skel , .P; there exists a hyperplane H in E , such that HnP is a face of P of dimension at most d -t -1 which contains x.
The dimension of aff (Wn P) is at most d -t -1, hence H contains a /-flat L, such that L n aff(//n P) = |x¡; hence Ln P = \x\, and it follows from the condition of the lemma that x £ C, as required.
Lemma 2. // P is a d-polytope in E , and C.,-.
• , C, are compact convex subsets of P such that every t-flat that meets P also meets \J-_,C. L n conv This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
We are ready for the proof of our main result. > 3 1 < t<d-2 1 < k < d -t + 1 Theorem 1, this paper.
> 3 1 < t < d -2
Te > d-t + 2 false Theorem 2, this paper.
